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We started out this worship service dancing. Which I’m sure was wholly embarrassing for some 

of you, and a welcome relief for some of you, and joyful for others of you, and annoying for 

others of you. At the very least, it was probably out of some of your comfort zones. We danced 

this morning for a few reasons. I wanted you to appreciate the healthy representation we have 

here of five generations. I wanted you to see who was represented, and also who was missing. I 

wanted you to take risks together, making yourselves vulnerable to one another. Dancing 

publically in church is risky to New Englanders. We descend from the Puritans. Remember 

Nathan’s abject fear of the liturgical dancers a few weeks ago? Dancing in church takes guts.  I 

also wanted you to learn from one another. Kids, did you learn something about how to dance 

from your parents this morning? Older folks, did you learn any new moves this morning?  

This is the great gift of a group of people who span the generations—the learning that comes 

from taking risks, being vulnerable, getting to know one another’s unique gifts, and also getting 

to know what things we share in common. We were all young once. 

We also heard from three brave souls, Philip, Nathan and Gage, who bridged the divide and 

befriended people outside of their generational cohort. And we heard the stories they told 

about the richness contained in those very unlikely friendships.  

We’ll get to the richness in a minute. I want to mention first that this work that they did is hard 

work. And that’s why friendships across generations are often rare, right? It’s hard to make 

friends with people who seemingly share little in common with you, especially since we seem to 

choose our friends based on common interests and contexts. Based on whether we know how 

to do the running man or the jitterbug, the Charleston or the Macarena. Whether we know how 

to swing dance, or mosh in a mosh pit.  

It is profoundly counter-cultural just to be in this room together. We often arbitrarily spend all 

day with people who are in our age group. Kids and youth and college students, you know this 

well, right? You spend all day with people who are within a year or two of your exact age, after 

all. I mean, sometimes it is even considered weird to hang out with someone in 5th grade if 

you’re in 7th grade, right…much less striking up a friendship with someone else’s grandfather. 

You can hardly find something in common with someone just two years younger, much less 

someone who listened to the Beatles and protested some foreign war you just heard about in 

history class. And adults, same thing. When I was in my twenties, I spent most of my time with 

other twenty-somethings—going out at night, contemplating what I should do when I grew up. 

In my thirties, I am often limited to a group of young parents around my age—so separated we 

are from the world of grown ups—limited to catching snippets of conversation between chasing 



our toddlers around a preschool birthday party on a Saturday.  Maybe you feel limited in your 

friendships among people who share your current life experience. Maybe you live in a 

retirement community and long for the energy, boundless, non-judgmental love and wisdom 

contained in small children. Maybe you are a younger adult longing to be mentored by a been-

there, done-that empty nester. 

And yet we aren’t used to starting up friendships with people that we have to work really hard 

to interact with.  It’s a lot of work that requires a lot of effort and translation and awkward 

silence and empathy and commitment. We need to learn a new dance. Or learn how to dance 

together in our different ways. Understand a new language. Try and fail. Work harder to 

understand. Perhaps your potential new friend wasn’t alive when John Kennedy was shot, or 

has no concept of what it felt like to be a child when the Twin Towers fell. Perhaps he has dealt 

with dentures for years and you haven’t even lost all your baby teeth yet. Perhaps you aren’t 

sure how to interact with a non-verbal toddler when you are used to interacting primarily with 

your professor friends. Perhaps your potential new friend loves Justin Bieber and you don’t 

have any idea who that is. Perhaps you fear that all people over 30 are not to be trusted, or at 

least that they forget what it was like to be a teenager.  

But these friendships we heard about this morning, and the ones we experience in our own 

lives…these brave and bold and counter-cultural friendships…these friendships are how we 

learn about what it means to be a human fully alive. These friendships are how we learn about 

death, and how it informs our living. We often learn the most about divinity and humanity from 

the youngest and oldest among us. These friendships are often our insight into God’s 

movement among us—into how God shows up in all people—from the baby to the 

octogenarian. 

There’s a lot of talk out there about the “death of church”…have you heard it? It is laced with 

talk about how churches need to change—why they are mono-cultural—why they often consist 

of a bunch of people in a room who are just like one another. I have been someone, truthfully, 

who has said similar things about our closed cultures—how our churches reflect cultural norms 

of a certain race and class. I have lamented, as Martin Luther King lamented in the ‘60s that 

Sunday morning is the most segregated hour in America…still. I am just as comfortable pointing 

out to you that this isn’t true. This isn’t a monoculture at all. Look around this sanctuary today. 

No really…look around. Stand up if you want to. Look at who is sitting among you. Look into the 

faces of our children and youth and our elders and our twenty and thirty and forty and fifty and 

sixty and seventy and eighty and ninety somethings. Look at the big, wet eyes, the wrinkled 

brows, the beautiful, brown and red and black and gray hair. Look at the laugh lines, and the 

smooth, unwrinkled skin.  



In a culture that seeks to divide us, instead we choose to come together in this building, 

choosing to make multi-generational family with people not in our biological family. And so we 

are practicing the ethics of paradise—practicing the ethics of building the beloved community 

right now. We practice building this beloved community when we give grace to the restless 

toddler in the pew next to us, or put up with music in worship that isn’t our favorite because we 

know it matters deeply to someone else; or squirm through a long sermon that we know is 

really meeting someone where they are right now because we can see the tears in their eyes. 

We practice when we mentor a youth in the Coming of Age program, when we bake cookies to 

bring to our elders who are housebound, when we offer to babysit for a young family so the 

parents can go out at night…we practice when we work to make sure our church is accessible to 

all, sometimes having to forgo our own comfort. We practice when we get to know one another 

as unique messengers of the divine. Storytellers that have a piece of our stories woven into 

theirs. 

Antoine de St. Exupery reminds us that “in a house which becomes a home”—and this is our 

home, our church home—“one hands down and another takes up the heritage of mind and 

heart, laughter and tears, musings and deeds. Love, like a carefully loaded ship, crosses the gulf 

between the generations.” May we be like a carefully loaded ship, crossing the gulf that divides 

us with fear and misunderstanding to meet one another in unity and love on the other side. 

May it be so. Amen. 

 


